
Specialty Subject Areas Term 3 Overview 
Including Visual Arts, Indonesia, Health, PE and Science 

 

 

Learning Area: Visual Arts  Teacher: Julia Thomas 
 

THE ARTS 
All year levels are working toward the Fleurieu Schools SALA Exhibition in the first half of term 3. They will also be involved in creating 
artworks for the Goolwa Primary School Christmas pageant float. 
 

Reception – Year 2 
Reception and Year 1 students will learn about Vincent van Gogh. They will engage in a painting and collage of "Sunflowers", and a 
collaborative work of "Starry Night".  
Year 2 students are looking at what makes them who they are, exploring and talking about Aboriginal artist Sally Morgan, Emily Kame 
Kngwarreye and Albert Namatjira's paintings and how they are made as inspiration for their painting about self, using symbols to portray 
these artworks. STEAM. 
We are also looking at how people ‘get along’. Students will be making a clay fish, gaining an understanding of working with clay to create 
a fish that will be a part of an installation buy all school students.  

Reception - Year 2 - the Arts/Visual Arts can be used to communicate ideas and feelings through creating works of art.  

 They use and experiment with different materials, techniques, technologies and processes to make artworks that represent those 
of famous artists such as Vincent Van Gogh. 

 They will understand how to create and display artworks to communicate ideas to an audience. 

 Students make artworks in different forms such as sculpture using clay to create a fish for an installation to be displayed at the 
school, collage and painting for Van Gogh's Sunflowers and Starry Night  expressing their ideas, feelings, observations and 
imagination. They will learn how to describe art work and understand the techniques used to create them. 

 

Years 3 and 4 

Year 3 and 4 students will learn to create, display and share their artworks. We will revise what has been learned previously and expand 

knowledge and techniques.  

Students will look at the works of Australian aboriginal people including the Tjanpi Desert Weavers, Sally Morgan, Emily Kame Kngwarreye 

and Albert Namatjira. They will engage in conversations about how these artists work differs from the one another, what tools and materials 

were used, and use these as inspiration for their art work. 

 They will create artwork using different mediums and display them for an audience.  

 Students will select and experiment with forms, styles, materials and technologies to explore symbolic use of visual conventions 
used by various cultures and times, for example, how colour and pattern are perceived as symbolic in different cultures. 

Year 3 students will be creating a painting about "who they are", using symbols they choose to identify themselves with. 
Year 4 students will be making Aboriginal inspired fibre wrapped animals, painted rocks and doorknobs and paintings. 
 

Years 5 and 6 
Year 5 and 6 students will learn to create, display and share their artworks. We will revise what has been learned previously and expand 
knowledge and techniques. Students will engage in making a sculpture in response to viewing and discussing the art work of the Yarrenyty 
weavers. 
Year 6 

 They will identify intended purposes and meanings of artworks using visual arts terminology to compare artworks, starting with 
visual artworks in Australia including visual artworks of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples. 

 Students will make sculptural self portraits inspired by the exhibition Kulila!, which is a collaborative installation of embroidered 
sculptures made by nine women artists from the Yarrenyty Arltere Art Centre in Alice Springs as well as the art of Sally Morgan. 

 They will talk about their ideas, discuss and explain their work to the class.  
 

Year 7 
Year 7 students will learn to create, display and share their artworks. We will revise what has been learned previously and expand 
knowledge and techniques. Students will engage in making a sculpture in response to viewing and discussing the art work of the Yarrenyty 
weavers. 

 Will build on their awareness of how and why artists, craftspeople and designers realise their ideas through different 
visual representations, practices, processes and viewpoints extend their thinking, understanding and use of 
perceptual and conceptual skills. 

 Observe how artists select and apply different visual arts techniques to represent themes, concepts and ideas and 
considering how they could use these in their own art making. 

 They will talk about their ideas, discuss and explain their work to the class. 
 
 



Learning Area: Health and PE  Teacher: Helen Maidment 
 

Reception 
This term we will be focusing on object control skills of throwing and catching, we will be playing various games and learning the 
basics skills of how to throw and catch a ball. We will also be looking at our body management skills of balancing, climbing and rolling 
in a gymnastics unit.  
 
Years 1 – 2 
This term we will be focusing on object control skills of throwing and catching, we will be playing various games and learning the 
basics skills of how to throw and catch a ball. We will also be looking at our body management skills of balancing, climbing and rolling 
in a gymnastics unit.  
Years 2 – 3 
This term we will be focusing on object control skills of throwing and catching, we will be playing various games and developing the 
different ways we can throw and catch and discussing how we can be effective players in team games. We will also be looking at 
our body management skills of balancing, climbing, tumbling and rolling in a gymnastics unit.  
 
Years 3 - 4 
Our focus in this term will be hockey, gymnastics and developing our fitness goals. During weeks 1-5 we will be looking at developing 
skills in sending and receiving passes, shooting and ball control in hockey. During weeks 6-9 we will be developing our body 
management skills through our gymnastics unit. Students will explore floor movement of rolling, floor shapes of balancing and using 
apparatus.  
 
Years 4 - 5 
Our focus in this term will be hockey, gymnastics and developing our fitness goals. During weeks 1-5 we will be looking at developing 
skills in sending and receiving passes, shooting and ball control in hockey. Students will also start exploring more specialise 
movements skills of moving to space to effectively receive passes during game play. During weeks 6-9 we will be developing our 
body management skills through our gymnastics unit. Students will explore floor movement of rolling, floor shapes of balancing and 
using apparatus. 
 
Years 5 
Our focus for this term will be Hockey, T- ball and fitness goals. During weeks 1-5 students will be looking at developing skills in 
sending and receiving passes, shooting and maintaining ball control in hockey. Students will also start exploring more specialise 
movements skills of moving to space to effectively receive passes during game play. In weeks 6-9 students will be involved in the 
sporting schools program focusing on T-ball, students will get a program delivered with a specialist coach. In week 10 students will 
work on their fitness goals.  
 
Years 6 - 7 
Our focus for this term will be Hockey, T- ball and fitness goals. During weeks 1-5 students will be looking at developing skills in 
sending and receiving passes, shooting and maintaining ball control in hockey. Students will also start exploring more specialise 
movements skills of moving to space to effectively receive passes during game play. In weeks 6-9 students will be involved in the 
sporting schools program focusing on T-ball, students will get a program delivered with a specialist coach. In week 10 students will 
work on their fitness goals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning Area: Junior Science  Teacher: Julie Gilbert 
 
Earth and Space Science 
 
Reception and Year 1 
Reception and Year 1 students will engage in Earth and Space Science. They will explore daily and seasonal changes including clouds 
and weather. They will learn about observable changes in the sky and landscape. They will investigate how changes in the weather might 
affect animals including migration. Students will explore natural, managed and constructed features around the school grounds. They will 
investigate rocks, soil and different land formations. They will use a range of methods to sort information, including drawings and tables. 
Students will discuss ways in which people use science in their daily lives.  
Students will engage in Biology tasks during Science week including learning about bees, frogs and life cycles.  

 



Years 1 and 2 
Year 1 and 2 students will engage in Earth and Space Science. They will learn about observable changes in the sky and landscape. 
Students will explore natural, managed and constructed features around the school grounds. They will investigate Earth’s resources 
including rocks and soil, and the variety of ways we use them. Students will study weather and seasons. They will learn about the moon 
and stars in the night sky. Students are encouraged to respond to and pose questions, and make predictions. They will use a range of 
methods to sort information, including drawings and tables. Students will discuss ways in which people use science in their daily lives.  
Students will engage in Biology tasks during Science Week including learning about bees, frogs and life cycles.  

 
Years 2 and 3  
Year 2 and 3 students will engage in Earth and Space Science. They will learn about Earth’s resources including rocks and soil, and the 
variety of ways we use them. Students will learn about Earth’s rotation on its axis and how this causes regular changes including night and 
day. They will look at the relative sizes and movement of the Sun, Earth and Moon. Students will use simple explanations, reports and 
graphical representations to communicate their ideas and understandings to others. 
Students will engage in Biology tasks during Science Week including learning about bees, frogs, reptiles and life cycles.  
 

Years 3 and 4  
Year 3 and 4 students will engage in Earth and Space Science. Students will learn about Earth’s rotation on its axis and how this causes 
regular changes, including night and day. They will look at the relative sizes and movement of the sun, Earth and moon. Students will use 
simple explanations, reports and diagrams to communicate their ideas and understandings to others. With guidance they will identify 
questions that can be investigated. They will explore rocks and changes that occur over time as a result of natural processes. They will 
consider the effect of events such as extreme weather on the landscape. Students will learn about erosion.  
Students will engage in Biology tasks during Science Week including very exciting hands on lessons with reptiles.  
 

Years 4 and 5 
Year 4 and 5 students will engage in Earth and Space Science. With guidance they will identify questions that can be investigated. They 
will explore rocks and changes that occur over time as a result of natural processes. They will consider the effect of events such as extreme 
weather on the landscape. Students will describe situations where science understanding can influence their own and others actions. 
Students will learn about the Earth as part of a system of planets orbiting around a star –the sun. They will identify the planets of the solar 
system and compare how long they take to orbit the sun.  

 

Learning Area: Primary Science  Teacher: Rowan Blake 
 
Year 5 
Year 5 students will be studying an exciting unit from the Physical Sciences that explores light.  Some of the topics we will investigate 
include: the properties of light, reflection and refraction, how shadows form and change, how we perceive colour and how periscopes work. 

PHYSICAL SCIENCES – Now you see it 
In this unit, students will investigate the properties of light and the formation of shadows. They will investigate reflection angles, how 
refraction affects our perceptions of an object’s location, how filters absorb light and affect how we perceive the colour of objects; and the 
relationship between light source distance and shadow height. They will plan investigations including posing questions, making predictions, 
and following and developing methods. They will analyse and represent data and communicate findings using a range of text types, 
including reports and annotated diagrams. They will explore the role of light in everyday objects and devices and consider how improved 
technology has changed devices and affected peoples’ lives. 
 

Year 7 
Year 7 students will be studying exciting units from the Physical Sciences.  In these units we will be studying how forces effect motion and 
how these forces are applied in real life. 

PHYSICAL SCIENCES – Moving right along — Exploring motion 
This continues on from Term 2.  In this unit, students will develop an understanding of how forces affect the motion of a vehicle.  Students 
will apply their understanding of balanced and unbalanced forces to justify conclusions and design modifications to objects.  They will 
explore the effects of gravity and consider the difference between mass and weight.  Students will investigate the impact of friction on 
moving objects and the forces that are involved in simple machines.  They will develop and conduct a testing process to answer identified 
questions, taking into account fair testing.  Students will critically process and accurately analyse experimental data to draw evidence-
based conclusions and communicate using scientific terminology and representations.  They will consider how understanding of forces and 
simple machines has contributed to solving problems in the community and how people use forces and simple machines in their 
occupations.  

PHYSICAL SCIENCES – Moving right along - applications in real systems 
This unit builds on the concepts explored in the unit ‘Moving right along - Exploring motion’ and considers the application of these forces in 
everyday life. Students apply knowledge to construct and test a balloon powered vehicle and investigate forces acting on the vehicle. 
Students build on their understanding of simple machines to examine how changes to levers and pulley systems affect forces, within more 
complex systems. Students investigate applications of forces in transport systems and consider how scientific and technological 
developments have improved vehicular safety. 

 



Learning Area: Indonesian  Teacher: Bu Jess and Helen Maidment 
 
In Term 3 all students will begin with an activity about pada liburan saya… (in my holidays), where they can write sentences beginning 
with Saya makan… Saya bermain… Saya menonton & Saya pergi ke…(I ate, I played, I watched & I went to) while revising some 
vocabulary we have learned so far this year.  Students will draw pictures to accompany this.  The tasks are modified and differentiated 
across year levels and abilities. 
 
Reception and Year 1 
Reception and Year 1 students will be learning the text, ‘Di mana Domba Hijau’? (Where is the Green Sheep?), which focuses on 
vocabulary for colours and the question ‘di mana?’ (where is…?). Students will create their own Domba Hijau (Green Sheep) mini 
books which include writing, tracing and colouring activities.  Students will be able to learn Indonesian colours through this text, 
combined with hands-on learning using playdough, making crafts, and playing language rich games. 
 
Year 2 and 3 
Year 2 and 3 students will be learning to name body parts in Indonesian, engage with and respond to texts, play language rich games 
(Bu Jess berkata – Simon says) and use formulaic language. Students will learn vocabulary through games and the song Kepala, 
Pundak, Lutut, Kaki (Heads, shoulders, knees and toes).  Students will create artworks through hands-on approaches to learning 
and design their own Raksasa (monster).  Students will also revise concepts and language learned over the year through games 
such as BUZZ and di/ke (prepositions). 
 
Year 3 and 4 
Year 3 and 4 students will be learning to name body parts in Indonesian, engage with and respond to texts, play language rich games 
(Bu Jess berkata – Simon says) and use formulaic language.  Students will learn vocabulary through games and the song Kepala, 
Pundak, Lutut, Kaki (Heads, shoulders, knees and toes). Students will create artworks through hands-on approaches to learning and 
design their own Raksasa (monster).  Students will also revise concepts and language learned over the year through games such 
as BUZZ and di/ke (prepositions). 
 
Year 4 and 5 
Year 4 and 5 students will be learning to name body parts in Indonesian, engage with and respond to texts, play language rich games 
(Bu Jess berkata – Simon says) and use formulaic language.  Students will create artworks through hands-on approaches to learning 
and design their own Raksasa (monster).  Students will be able to describe character or appearance using noun + adjective word 
order. Students will also revise concepts and language learned over the year through games such as BUZZ, Kursi Preposisi and 
di/ke (prepositions), as well as role plays and developing scripts independently. 
 
Year 5 
Year 5 students will be learning about Indonesian clothing, both every day and traditional dress.  Students will learn about and create 
artwork using the batik technique and be able to construct sentences and talk about others using dia memakai (he/she is wearing).  
Students will be able to name various items of traditional and every day clothing and be able to describe appearance using noun + 
adjective word order.  Students will also revise concepts and language learned over the year through games such as BUZZ, Kursi 
Preposisi and di/ke (prepositions). 
 
Year 6 and 7 
Year 6 and 7 students will be learning about Indonesian clothing, both every day and traditional dress.  Students will learn about and 
create artwork using the batik technique and be able to construct sentences and talk about others using dia memakai (he/she is 
wearing).  Students will understand that Indonesian has a base word system that works with prefixes and suffixes which can create 
verbs and nouns.  Students will be able to modify base words (items of clothing) using the ber- prefix to create verbs and full sentences 
(eg. dia bersepatu… he/she is wearing shoes). Students will also revise concepts and language learned over the year through 
games such as BUZZ, Kursi Preposisi and di/ke (prepositions) 
 
 


